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ECB suffers financially under its own rate
hikes
By using former risk provisions, the European Central Bank avoided
presenting a loss in its 2022 financial accounts

Christine Lagarde,
president of the
European Central Bank

The ECB’s own financials suffered from the monetary policy paradigm shift in 2022. As reported in
the ECB’s financial statement for 2022, the ECB had to use €1.6bn from risk provisions made in the
past in order to avoid reporting a loss. Now the ECB has reported zero profit. The ECB’s actual losses
stem from unrealised price losses on securities held in the own funds and US dollar portfolios
owing to increased bond yields. In other words, the sharp increase in bond yields on the back of a
broader paradigm shift to fight inflation forced the ECB to make write-downs on its own bond
holdings. Even after the 2022 operations, the ECB still has €6.6bn worth of provisions, €8.9bn of
capital and €36.1bn in a "revaluation account" designed to cover market losses.

In the past, these reserves or risk provisions were used to lower official profits. Now they come in
handy.

Some national central banks will not be so lucky and are likely to present losses. In recent weeks,
some national bank governors have already hinted at potential losses. At first glance, central
banks recording losses is nothing to worry about and is a rather technical issue. Central banks can
hardly go bust as they can print money or can be recapitalised by shareholders, i.e in a European
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context in most countries' governments.

At second glance, however, in times of rate hikes and quantitative tightening, central banks
running losses face credibility issues and could also trigger new speculations about whether or not
the ECB should ever return to a “whatever it needs” approach in case new tensions within the
eurozone arise again.
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